PadEZ®

Paper Cushioning System

Paper Cushioning Has Never Been Easier
**ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY RE-IMAGINES PAPER CUSHIONING**

Paper cushioning doesn’t have to be hard. The PadEZ™ paper cushion system capitalizes on Sealed Air’s renowned technical expertise and innovation, and introduces several patented breakthroughs that will change the way we view paper cushioning forever.

**EZ DISPENSING**

You control the flow of material with the PadEZ™ system by choosing: push-button manual control, foot pedal operation, batching mode, or our Cut and Hold electronic dispensing system which automatically creates a pad and then pauses until you’re ready for the next one.

**EZ PAPER HANDLING**

The PadEZ™ system changes paper handling with several key innovations:

- **Roll Placement** — The system can be loaded from the front or the rear.
- **Auto Loading** — Our patented Auto-Loading technology uses sensors to jog the material into position, guaranteeing perfect alignment every time.
- **Adjustable Pad Width** — Allows the operator to adjust the width to accommodate a variety of product demand for increased protection.

**EZ CONTROL PANEL**

The PadEZ™ system features the debut of our SmartStation™ control panel, and completely redesigned and intuitive interface that significantly reduces operator training.

**EZ POSITIONING**

The PadEZ™ system can be configured to stand upright, online, or horizontally for under-the-table placements.

---

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- **Weight (without material)**: 166kg
- **Overall Size (L × W × H)**: H 170 cm W 88cm L 86cm
- **Electrical**:
  - 220-240 VAC, 3A, 50 / 60 Hz
- **Certifications**:
  - CE, TUV and PSE Approved